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In the third edition of this report, we are happy to share insights, 

stories, and success cases from the Spring 2022 Lighthouse pro-

gram. This year has brought back travelling to our lives, which gave 

us the opportunity to hold many of the program workshops and 

events in-person again; we are also happy to be back at Latitude 

59. This report will convey and exemplify the great opportunities 

and partnerships that arise from working together in the Nordic 

and Baltic ecosystem to facilitate innovation. 

The winners of the programs 

Selecting the overall program winners among this year’s  excellent 

cohort of companies was not an easy task. However, after some 

intense discussions and valuable input from the program partners, 

the two companies that impressed us most were Vibrant for FINI-

TIV and Eliq for MASSIV. On page [11] we list both the overall pro-

gram winners as well as other awards handed out in the Showcase 

event at Latitude 59, including the investor awards, impact poten-

tial award, MASSIV finalists and FINITIV country winners’ awards. 

 

Payment acceptance solutions stood out as a common theme in 

the spring cohort

Across the 21 impressive companies, the theme of making the 

payment acceptance experience even more seamless stood out.  

Several companies are providing exciting solutions in this area. On 

page [12] you will see how embedded finance will shape the future 

of payments, by enabling non-fintech companies to offer financial 

services. On page [14] you can read about how some Lighthouse 

companies streamline the customer journey for EV charging, public 

transportation, restaurants, and small merchants.

Alumni companies illustrate the power of the Lighthouse network 

to forge partnerships and generate growth 

Since its launch in 2018, the Lighthouse program has already played 

a part in facilitating many partnerships between fintechs, impact 

startups, our partners and with Mastercard. The Lighthouse team 

has interviewed Aprila, one of our FINITIV alumni companies who 

partnered with DNB to solve the liquidity problems of Norwegian 

small and mid-sized enterprises. You will find the insights from 

these talks on page [16]. We are delighted to report that the MAS-

SIV program is halfway through its journey to achieve the goal of 

making 1 billion people’s lives more prosperous and secure by 2025. 

At this momentous milestone, we also interviewed eleven MASSIV 

alumni companies to assess the impact they have made so far 

and to explore the extent to which being part of the Lighthouse 

program contributed to this achievement. On page [18] we have 

determined the impact that these firms have had and share some 

interesting statistics on their progress. 

We hope you will have a great read – and that we see you again  

in Fall 2022! 

MATS TARALDSSON

IN
TR

O

H E A D  O F  I N N O V A T I O N , 

F I N T E C H  A N D  I M P A C T - T E C H  E N G A G E M E N T S
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The FINITIV program is a part of Mastercard’s continous 
effort to support the fintech community in the Nordics 
and Baltics by connecting startups with our corporate 
partners, with growth as the end goal for all partners 
involved. FINITIV is especially designed for fintechs in 
the region who dare to challenge the status quo and 
address key needs for the players in the market.

LIGHTHOUSE FINITIV

VAYA PAY

Vayapay makes mobility frictionless with 
simple payment solutions. The solution 
allows travellers to tap their cards to pay 
for urban public transportation.
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VIBRANT

Vibrant is a payment app using Tap-
on-Phone technology to transform 
smartphones into contactless payment 
terminals. The solution helps merchants 
to lower their fees while providing daily 
settlements and high accessibility to 
digital and secure payments.

L I T H U A N I AD E N M A R K

D E N M A R KL I T H U A N I A L I T H U A N I A

N E T H E R L A N D S

TIPIT

Tipit is building a cashless tipping, 
distribution, and allocation system, with 
smart tax management for waiters. 
The solution enables tips to go straight 
into a waiter’s bank account with zero 
integration.

v

VERIFIED PAYMENTS

Verified Payments is a Banking-as-
a-Service solution that leverages its 
European EMI license to help B2B 
customers to launch their own payment 
and embedded finance products in only a 
couple of weeks. 

FELLOW PAY

Fellow Pay uses an insurance solution 
to raise credit card limits up to five-fold 
without additional risk for the card issuer. 
The solution provides small and medium 
sized enterprises (SMEs) with access to 
liquid cash in an innovative way. 

KERNOLAB

Kernolab is shaping the future of financial 
services. By combining their core banking 
and partner licenses, they enable 
companies to offer financial services 
and products without having to obtain a 
license of their own.

LIGHTHOUSE CONSISTS OF TWO TRACKS: 
LIGHTHOUSE FINITIV & LIGHTHOUSE MASSIV
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SME FINANCE

SME Finance is developing digital 
financing solutions to solve the problem 
of lack of funding for SMEs in Europe. 
The company develops AI-based financing 
solutions which are digital, simple, and 
flexible for SMEs.

STACK BY ME

Stack by.me is a social investment 
platform with integrated e-learning 
features. The solution enables users 
to easily learn to invest through short 
e-learning videos and quizzes, and 
educational events. Users can also learn 
from others by looking at their portfolios 
and initiating conversations.

ZEIPT

Zeipt is an open API Software-as-a-
Service platform for sending smart 
receipts from the retailer’s checkout 
directly to the consumers’ applications in 
real-time.

PIXEVIA

Pixevia develops AI-driven autonomous 
stores supported by a combination 
of cameras and sensors. This allows 
customers to enter a store, take what they 
want off the shelves, leave whenever they 
want, and be charged automatically.

PAIBLOCK

Paiblock is bank-agnostic digital banking 
platform that allows consumers to collate 
and connect all the dots of their digital 
life, including savings, spending, borrowing, 
and investing in one secure place.

LENDWILL

Lendwill is a mobile application that 
makes it possible for people to turn their 
usual human-to-human lending and 
borrowing interactions into blockchain-
verified proxies of credit histories that can 
be taken anywhere the person goes.

Continues...

L I T H U A N I A N O R W A Y

N O R W A Y

N O R W A Y

D E N M A R KL I T H U A N I A
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P R O G R A M  M A N A G E R

L I G H T H O U S E  F I N I T I V 

LANA BRANDORNE 

VOURITY 

Vourity is a Software-as-a-Service 
platform for unattended payments and 
access. A typical use case is paying for 
Electric Vehicle Charging with regular 
credit cards as well as mobile payment 
methods.

GROO

GROO is an innovative loyalty community 
platform that enables consumers to earn 
cashback online and in physical stores via 
card-linked solutions. They can then use 
the cashback they have earned to make 
purchases or even pay subscriptions via 
the in-app shop.

SEPIOR

Sepior provides cryptographic key 
management and wallet solutions for 
Digital Asset management and security. 
Sepior uses advanced maths and science 
to develop software-based solutions that 
their customers use to protect their keys 
through their entire lifecycle.

“The Nordics & Baltics continue to experience 
a FinTech boom in terms of the number of 
companies established, amount of capital 
raised, and people hired. 

This Spring, FINITIV focused on Denmark, 
Norway and Lithuania, where “acceptance 
start-ups,” or start-ups focused on helping 
merchants accept payments, stood out as 
the most prominent theme. The quality and 
maturity of the businesses was high because 
for most of the founders, this was not the first 
company they had created. “

S W E D E N D E N M A R K D E N M A R K
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THE BAIA GROUP

Baia provides a collaborative commerce 
platform designed to empower agents 
in informal markets and connect them 
to other agents with the purpose of 
creating trusted commerce networks 
using messaging. Baia is backed by several 
investors and is scaling fast in East Africa 
and Bangladesh.

F I N L A N D

LIGHTHOUSE MASSIV
The MASSIV program is Mastercard’s social 
impact partnership program dedicated to 
finding and scaling the next impact unicorn. 
By partnering with startups that have a high 
potential to improve the prosperity of the planet 
and supporting them to scale globally, the 
program aims to help one billion people live more 
prosperous and secure lives by 2025.
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ELIQ SOMEBUDDY

Eliq enables energy service providers 
to help consumers better manage their 
energy usage and inspire them to join the 
transition to clean energy. The company 
serves over 20 utilities and other service 
providers across Europe, reaching millions 
of end-users.

SomeBuddy helps social media users 
to prevent online harms. They also 
protect victims with a 24/7 first aid kit. 
Their solution consists of a 360-degree 
model in which the victim receives legal, 
psychological, and technical support.

S W E D E N F I N L A N D

WAKANDI

Wakandi offers a distributed ledger 
technology-based financial system that 
digitizes savings and loans management 
for informal financial groups in Africa. 
Wakandi focuses on bringing innovation 
to the informal sector by digitization and 
increasing access to financial services.

N O R W A Y

TOTALCTRL

Totalctrl has built a food transparency 
platform that enables elimination of food 
waste and allows for increased traceability 
throughout the entire food value chain 
– from farm to fork. The technology 
has been tested and validated by online 
grocery stores, hotels, restaurants, nursing 
homes, kindergartens, food banks and 
consumers, already resulting in significant 
reduction in food waste.

N O R W A Y

BELECO

Beleco offers companies the possibility to 
rent furniture flexibly on a monthly basis 
from more than 50 well-known suppliers. 
Through this model, Beleco creates 
incentives for furniture manufacturers to 
build products that last and contributes 
to the circular economy for a more 
sustainable society.

S W E D E N
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ELEONORE  
HINLOPEN

“It is rewarding to run the 5th Mastercard 
Lighthouse MASSIV program this Spring 
with the most competitive class ever. 
The current class consists of six startups 
with solutions in smart energy, circularity, 
financial inclusion, food traceability and 
preventing online social harassment. 

To date we have helped 27 Nordic & Baltic 
impact tech startups to scale globally. This 
has resulted in startups finding synergies for 
collaboration with each other and signing 
partnerships through the support of the 
advisory board.” 

P R O G R A M  M A N A G E R

L I G H T H O U S E  M A S S I V 
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WINNERS OF THE SPRING 
2022 PROGRAM 
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In a world with over 6 billion contactless cards, 48% of small and micro-European 
businesses are still unable to accept digital payments. Vibrant has developed 
a payment app using tap-on-phone technology to transform smartphones into 
contactless payment terminals, helping SMEs and Micro businesses to accept 
payments, deal with administrative hassles and thus strengthening them financially. 
Vibrant won the Mastercard Lighthouse program due to their clear value to customers 
and overall business readiness to scale. The team proved to be fast at executing with 
global ambitions.  

Eliq has developed a promising value proposition with their smart energy SaaS  
platform. This enables service providers to build engaging digital products that help 
consumers better manage their energy usage and inspire them to join the transition  
to clean energy. The company showed an impressive readiness to partner with various  
organizations and banks. They also proved a strong accountability towards the  
Advisory Board members in the MASSIV program. The Lighthouse team is excited  
to further support their growth journey to scale sustainable social impact.

FINALISTS 

OTHER AWARDS

COUNTRY WINNERS

Impact potential 

Norway

Overall winner:

Denmark

Investor award:

Lithuania
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Verified Payments team

One interesting highlight from the current edition of Lighthouse is the topic of embedded finance: 

the white labelling and integration of financial solutions into the solution and customer  

experience of non-banks. We spoke to Vainius Stukas, Co-founder, Vachtangas Babunasvili, CEO, and  

Simona Andriukevičiūtė, Business Analyst, all from Kernolab, and Vytautas Tercijonas, Head of Busi-

ness Development of Verified Payments, to hear more about their solutions and their thoughts on 

how embedded finance will shape the future payment landscape.

HOW EMBEDDED FINANCE  
WILL IMPACT THE FUTURE  
OF PAYMENTSK
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The embedded finance space has huge untapped potential

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, digitization has been the focus 

for many businesses, with an accelerated pace of development. 

This trend has led many traditional businesses to put more em-

phasis on their financial solutions. Embedded finance is taking 

off, and is expected to reach a market value of USD 138 billion 

by 2026. ”Enabling non-financial businesses to provide financial 

services and tools such as payments is a huge untapped market,” 

says Vainius Stukas co-founder of Kernolab. ”Buy-Now-Pay-Later 

(“BNPL”) is the main adoption that we currently see in this mar-

ket” he adds. Vytautas Tercijonas, Head of Business Development 

at Verified Payments, agrees: ” Innovative solutions like BNPL are 

one of the more recent trends driving the market and has start-

ed to disrupt the B2B sector too”. Kernolab tells us that ”the real 

drivers of this trend will be those companies that can show busi-

nesses how they can leverage embedded finance to provide more 

value for their customers. ”One Lighthouse partner, SEB Bank, is a 

good example. In 2022, they launched their Banking-as-a-Service 

platform, developed by their innovation unit SEBx, to offer finan-

cial services leveraging their own brand and banking license. Their 

first client is a fintech called Humla, which wants to leverage SEB’s 

BaaS platform to add to its payments and loyalty offerings. To tap 

into this market, it is key to understand what consumers need and 

what pain points they have.

Customers are moving towards one-stop-shop solutions

”Customers increasingly seek for a simple and holistic experience,” 

Vytautas from Verified Payments says. ”Therefore, many tradi-

tional or tech businesses are building super-apps, where various 

services go into one single application. Take the Chinese WeChat 

for example or Uber, which embedded finance into their multi-pur-

pose apps”. They are envisioning an ecosystem with a variety of 

accessible financial services, while also looking at offering non-fi-

nancial services in the future. Vainius from Kernolab agrees: ”We 

want to be a one-stop-shop for companies that are looking to of-

fer financial services, covering a broad spectrum from IBAN issuing 

to lending”. 

Verified Payments and Kernolab concur that the market can be di-

vided into two types of customers: (i) fintech companies with their 

own financial solution needing to leverage the licenses required to 

provide services in multiple countries, and (ii) non-fintech compa-

nies keen to offer embedded finance solutions to their custom-

ers. ” One of the key drivers for more traditional and non-fintech 

businesses to move into the finance space is seeing big technol-

ogy companies such as Google and Apple leveraging their brand 

strength in order to generate additional revenue streams,” says 

Vytautas of Verified Payments.
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Educating customers is the key to success for embedded finance 

solutions

Moving into the financial space as a non-fintech company is a chal-

lenging task. Kernolab sees its biggest opportunity in educating 

these potential customers. ”The non-fintech market is aware of 

embedded finance but lacks knowledge on how it can create value 

for them. We believe it is crucial to identify potential use cases and 

educate them,” says Vachtangas Babunasvili, CEO of Kernolab. 

Kernolab has identified four main use cases for embedded finance: 

(i) sports, with the provision of fan loyalty cards and data on their 

usage and spend; (ii) gig-economy, where workers need fast on-

boarding and money transfer, especially transit workers; (iii) logis-

tics and fleet management, where truck drivers require fast pay-

ments and possibility to transfer funds to family and friends; and 

(iv) merchant onboarding, which requires fast customer payment 

and fund transfer. Vachtangas says: ”not all businesses will need 

Verified Payments: We leverage our unrestricted European 

EMI license and core banking platform to support any business 

in launching its payment operations and embedding finance 

into their traditional businesses. This covers full-stack BaaS 

infrastructure, including software, risk management and 

payments & operations monitoring. We provide banking core, our 

own back-end and CRM systems and offer an ability to integrate 

everything via APIs. On top of all this we are able to integrate 

other services and products into our platform. We have an in-

house development team which enables us to constantly develop 

the product and add features based on our customer needs or 

our own research and analysis. At the end all that is left for the 

customer is to focus on business development, sales, and speed-

to-market. 

Kernolab: We help companies create bespoke banking and 

payment experiences within their products, without the hurdles 

associated with traditional banking. By the combination of 

our banking core and partner licenses we enable companies to 

offer financial services and products without needing to obtain 

a license of their own. In the embedded field, we have already 

established partnerships with industry leaders, whose networks 

and experience contribute to ensuring smooth operations for our 

customers.

embedded finance in the future. However, we believe that for most 

businesses, there are use cases where they can leverage aspects 

of it”. 

Vytautas at Verified Payments sees the future of embedded fi-

nance a bit differently. “While big banks are losing their customers’ 

trust and super-apps are becoming more and more popular, tech-

nology companies are moving into the finance space, trying to take 

a share of the customer’s wallet while leveraging their brand and 

IT strengths”.

Regardless of which of these viewpoints will materialize, the Light-

house team concludes that embedded finance solutions will play 

a key role in the future of payments. We are excited to see the 

journey of participating companies within this field and how it will 

shape our future. 

Kernolab team
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HOW DOES YOUR COMPANY 
WORK WITH SMART PAYMENTS? 

Vayapay: We are committed 

to creating seamless ticketing 

and payment solutions that 

make mass transit simple and 

accessible for all. Our goal is to 

create a frictionless experience 

for travellers to increase the 

use of public transportation. 

We do this by enabling 

travelers to simply tap a credit 

or debit card as they enter and 

exit a vehicle to pay for their 

journey. 

Vibrant: Our ambition is that 

our software will transform 

the smartphone into a point-

of-sale (POS) terminal to 

facilitate electronic payments 

at micro and small merchants.  

Our solution will provide 

merchants with lower fees, 

daily settlements, and high 

accessibility to digital and 

secure payments. Furthermore, 

with a dashboard, loyalty 

programs and Software-as-

a-Service features, we aim to 

become the one-stop app for 

these businesses.

Vourity: We provide a SaaS 

payments platform that 

enables self-service and 

unattended payments at 

physical locations. A typical 

use case for our solution is 

paying for Electric Vehicle 

Charging with regular credit 

cards as well as mobile 

payment methods. Vourity has 

developed a unique and flexible 

platform that can be used in 

many verticals.

Tipit: We are building a 

cashless tipping, distribution, 

and allocation system, with 

the lowest possible taxes for 

waiters. This means additional 

income for waiters and 

bartenders, a user-friendly 

solution for customers to leave 

tips discreetly with a credit/

debit card, functioning payroll 

and motivational management 

system for the staff.

HOW LIGHTHOUSE  
COMPANIES ARE  
STREAMLINING THE  
CUSTOMER JOURNEY 
In the Fall 2021 cohort of the Lighthouse program, we saw various 
companies focusing on smart payment solutions where the 
payment experience becomes more streamlined and happens in 
the background. In the current cohort, we see a continuation of 
this trend as many participants are tackling the issue of making 
the payment customer journey more streamlined. Each of these 
companies is present in different areas of the payments market. 
We spoke with several of them to hear more about their solutions 
and to understand how they are aiming to make consumer and 
business payments more seamless. 
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Understanding customer needs is a key part of developing the  

relevant solution

In the age of digitization, customer journeys have been changing 

and becoming more seamless. However, there is still plenty of 

room for improvement in various areas. Kasper Enggaar, co-

founder and CEO of Vibrant, was interviewing small merchants 

and their customers when he observed that they look for a user-

friendly payment solution. ”As I was talking to merchants about 

payment solutions, they told me that the current contracts they 

have are hard to understand and there is a lack of support and 

education on the customer side. In case of a payment error, you 

have to contact the card issuer which can be a lengthy process. 

Most times, the error is due to a card limit that the customer is 

unaware of.” Vibrant tries to tackle these issues by providing a 

tap-on-phone solution to merchants and including immediate 

notifications on any errors that occur in the system. 

Tautvydas Grinius and Juozas Piekuras, co-founders of Tipit, took 

a similar approach before launching their payment tipping solution 

for restaurants. “Before we launched, we did surveys with both 

restaurants and their clients to understand their requirements and 

what problems needed to be solved”. What they realized was that as 

cash is disappearing, there needs to be a digital solution that mirrors 

the positive qualities that tipping with cash brings to the payment 

experience. ”Our goal is to provide waiters and guests a zero-effort 

payment solution and replicate the cash tipping journey. With our 

solution, multiple waiters can use a terminal that they can leave on 

the table for the customer to decide if they want to use it or not”. 

As each waiter has their own terminal, the payment flows are more 

similar to cash tipping as the money goes directly from the customer 

Vayapay team

Vourity team

Tipit device

to the waiter without passing through the books of the restaurant. 

“The tip goes straight to the waiter’s bank account and for this 

reason less taxes, have to be paid, as the waiter will only be charged 

income tax rather than the VAT and corporate tax that would be 

applicable if including the tip in the amount paid to the restaurant”. 

Self-service and unattended payment solutions can also have  

a positive impact on sustainability 

This need for simplification and standardization is not only 

relevant for small merchants and restaurants, but also in 

transportation. Hans Nottehed, CEO at Vourity, sees such an 

opportunity in revolutionizing the Electronic Vehicle charging 

market. ”EV charging has a mature market with many players 

which makes it difficult to pay by card as you need to register to 

multiple applications or have RFID tag membership subscriptions. 

Vourity developed software to tackle this issue by enabling card 

payment at charging station terminals, making it a self-service 

solution for unattended terminals”. Jay Jensen, founder and CEO 

of Vayapay, saw a similar opportunity in urban mobilization. 

”Currently, different public transport providers have developed 

their own custom systems. This makes payments for these 

services complicated, as customers are required to download 

several public transport applications to pay. Our Software-

as-a-Service solution enables contactless payments for public 

transport systems.” 

Both Hans and Jay agree that enabling contactless payments 

for electronic vehicles and urban mobilization in general have 

a sustainability impact in addition to improving the customer 

experience. Jay says: ”Due to urbanization, two-thirds of people 

live in cities, and need a sustainable way of transportation; 

by enabling easier payments for public transport, we can 

contribute to this shift.” Hans adds: ”making EV charging self-

service will make it part of a sharing and subscription-based 

economy together with self-driving cars, self-service delivery and 

subscription-based rental services. These solutions enable a more 

environmentally friendly future fueled by embedded payments.” 

The Lighthouse team concludes that customer journeys in 

the payment ecosystem are constantly changing and getting 

increasingly seamless. We are excited to see the development of 

participating companies within this field and how it will shape our 

future.
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Cash flow management and the need for external financing to 

solve liquidity problems frequently top the agendas of small and 

medium sized enterprises (“SMEs”).  This was one of the driving 

factors for the founding team of Aprila, winner of the Lighthouse 

Spring 2020 program, when they embarked on a mission to solve 

the problem of underfinanced SMEs in Norway. According to Apri-

la, almost 8 out of 10 Norwegian SMEs have liquidity problems, 

and as these companies constitute a great majority of Norwegian 

companies, it could be considered a problem for the country at 

large.  At the same time, lack of financing also constitutes a missed 

opportunity for banks, who typically focus on financing solutions 

for other segments such as consumers or large corporates, but 

lack a targeted financing solution to fit the specific needs and cir-

cumstances of SMEs.  The Lighthouse team was therefore very 

excited in late 2021 when DNB, Norway’s largest bank and long-

term partner of Lighthouse, and Aprila announced that they would 

embark on a partnership to solve this issue together.

The Lighthouse team has interviewed Halvor Sannes Lande, CEO 

at Aprila Bank, to hear more about their solution and their journey 

during as well as after participating in Lighthouse. We have also 

talked to Kathy Hao-Hsuan Chang, Senior Strategic Partnership 

Manager at DNB, who worked with the bank’s Corporate Banking 

division to land on the partnership with Aprila following the com-

pany’s participation in Lighthouse.

Lighthouse challenged initial preconceptions and helped Aprila  

to pivot

Aprila joined Lighthouse in the spring of 2020 with defined list of 

ideas about the next steps for their company, but with an open 

mind for these ideas to be challenged and changed. “Before joining 

the program we had a strong idea about launching our own credit 

card. However, after various rounds of feedback discussions and 

problem-solving conversations, we gained more clarity of what 

launching a card of our own would entail. As a result, we decid-

ed to park these plans for a few years”. Not only were their ideas 

challenged in relation to their actual offering, but also regarding 

HOW THE LARGEST BANK IN  
NORWAY TEAMED UP WITH A 
LIGHTHOUSE FINTECH ALUMNUS 
TO SOLVE LIQUIDITY PROBLEMS 
OF NORWEGIAN SMALL AND  
MID-SIZED ENTERPRISES

the possibilities to partner with a large bank such as DNB. “Initially 

we considered DNB as a competitor, not a potential partner. But 

being part of Lighthouse prompted us to explore the partnership 

idea, which we are very grateful for today”. From DNB’s side, Kathy 

Chang says that the concrete ideas for the partnership emerged 

after the program. “Within DNB, we identified the SME segment 

as an underserved market with opportunity for growth. As we 

are developing and improving our own capabilities to serve these 

customers better, we assessed whether there were any existing 

solutions on the market that enable us to provide those in need of 

credit in time. Since we knew Aprila from the Lighthouse program, 

we reached out to them to discuss the possibilities to solve this 

financing gap together.” 

Aprila’s smooth loan application process was especially attractive. 

This is very different from the typical application process for busi-

ness loans from banks, where companies must build a business 

case and go through several lengthy steps before receiving approv-

al. Instead, Aprila provides a fully digital solution whereby the ap-
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C E O ,  A P R I L A  B A N K

HALVOR SANNES LANDE
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plicant does not have to build a case and loans can be paid out on 

the 1st or 2nd business day after the application. These loans are 

typically smaller than a regular business loan, but also more flexi-

ble in terms of repayment possibilities and other requirements. In 

other words, a complementary solution that better fits the needs 

of SMEs. 

Aprila has DNB as their distribution partner

In Lighthouse we have seen various types of partnerships between 

banks and FinTech’s, so we were curious on the actual partnership 

setup. Kathy agrees that there are different options for partner-

ing with a fintech. ”We see three main types of partnership op-

portunities from a program such as Lighthouse”, she says. ”These 

are: technology partnerships for niche solutions that make sense 

to leverage a partner’s solution instead of developing it ourselves 

based on competitive advantage, co-development opportunities 

where we develop a solution together with a fintech, and distri-

bution partnerships where we utilize the fintech to reach certain 

customer groups, and vice versa. Technology partnerships are the 

most common, so the Aprila partnership differs by being distribu-

tion-oriented. The partnership is really simple: we  display Aprila’s 

credit product alongside our own credit products in our digital 

channels, with clear description of each product, and therefore our 

customers can make a good decision themselves ” Kathy further 

elaborates that the credit approved by Aprila will be transferred 

by the customer to a bank account in order to be used—usually a 

DNB bank account in this case, and therefore DNB still keeps the 

customers in the bank’s ecosystem while providing them with more 

financing options that suit them. Kathy further mentions that 

DNB’s courage in taking this step was widely acknowledged in the 

media and even helped them to win an award for Partnership of 

the Year by Shifter.

What are the next steps? 

Aprila and DNB signed a deal for a one-year pilot in September 

2021. This pilot tests distribution of Aprila’s automated financing 

solution in three of DNB’s channels: Netbank, customer service 

over phone and DNB Bedrift (DNB’s application for cashflow man-

agement for SMEs). From Aprila’s point of view, the partnership 

set-up process was smooth, and they have already gained a lot of 

momentum from it. Halvor elaborates, “this partnership has been 

valuable for us, we gained a meaningful amount of extra lending 

customers as well as some publicity and credibility in the Norwe-

gian market. The fact that DNB is comfortable using Aprila’s solu-

tion helps other investors and potential partners understand the 

potential value in distributing our solution to their own businesses.” 

As the one-year pilot is already half-way through, Halvor expects 

three possible scenarios for the future: ”It could happen that after 

the pilot is over, DNB decides to develop their own lending products 

for SMEs, which would anyway be aligned with Aprila’s mission to 

help close the funding gap. Another potential outcome is that DNB 

decides to use Aprila’s technology instead of developing their own 

solution, or we just stay their distribution partner for many years 

just like we do today.” It is yet to be seen which of these scenarios 

will become reality, but one thing is for sure: the partnership has 

supported a large group of SMEs in closing the funding gap and 

further developing their businesses. 
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Most of our alumni target Africa
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In 2019 Mastercard Lighthouse launched the MASSIV program with 
the goal of making 1 billion people’s lives more prosperous and secure 
by 2025. As we are now a few years into the program, we decided to 
talk to some of our MASSIV alumni to see how far they’ve got and 
how much the program contributed to their successes.  
We interviewed eleven alumni: 

Most of our alumni target Africa

Being an impact tech company covers many fields, so it is no sur-

prise that MASSIV alumni are creating impact in various ways. 

Some of the interviewed companies work in agritech and biotech, 

while others are more focused on climate change, with an ambition 

to reduce carbon footprint or promote responsible consumption 

and production. Many of the interviewed alumni are financial inclu-

sion companies aiming to serve underdeveloped markets, so Africa 

is top of their list. Others developed solutions that they want to 

scale globally. 

Lighthouse program gives credibility to companies when raising 

funds

In order to scale, it’s not just an impactful solution that is needed 

but also financial support, mostly in the form of funding. We asked 

companies about the funding they gathered so far, and they al-

ready collected.

58,500,000 
USD funding 

Being part of the Mastercard Lighthouse program can give a 

stamp of credibility to a company when it comes to a fund-rais-

ing round, as Ole Kristian Sivertsen president and group CEO of 

Desert Control tells us. ”We spent 5 months raising the first 42 

DESERT CONTROL
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FARMFORCE
N O R W A Y

2021 Spring  
– Investor award
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D E N M A R K
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2020 Fall 

S W E D E N

2020 Fall  
– Impact potential award
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– Winner

INVESTURE
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2021 Fall  
– Winner 
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DDFINANCE 
N O R W A Y

2021 Spring  
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W E  I N T E R V I E W E D  E L E V E N  A L U M N I : 

million NOK in 2020 while we were in the program, and it has now 

taken less than 5 weeks to raise 200 million NOK with an IPO . 

It proves that we gained credibility with investors and communi-

ties as well from being part of the Lighthouse program.” Getting 

funding is crucial for many companies but some of them navigate 

in the startup space without funding rounds, as Joakim Blom and 

Michael Akampa co-founders of Investure explain: ”We want to be 

major shareholders of our company so we put our own money in 

it. Our goal has always been to get as much traction as possible 



to have a good valuation and so far our valuation increased more 

than 100% compared to last year.” SPENN has gone public since 

being part of the Lighthouse program as Mitchell De Young, CPO 

explains: ”During the course of the Lighthouse program, SPENN 

did their IPO on the NASDAQ NORDIC.” In February 2021 SPENN 

acquired Blockbonds, a leading Danish fintech and blockchain 

company that was already listed on NASDAQ. 

The growth is visible through numbers of FTEs and partnerships

To capture the growth of MASSIV alumni we analyzed the number 

of FTEs they had during the Lighthouse program and how much 

they have grown since then. A majority of them had significant 

growth in terms of FTEs. However, the outbreak of COVID-19 im-

pacted their growth, so some had to take FTE reduction measures 

or change their model from FTEs to a subcontractor and consult-

ant-focused approach. 

 

Normative experienced the biggest employee growth among the 

interviewed companies. Kristian Rönn CEO and co-founder ex-

plains that this happened due to the carbon footprint market tak-

ing off, as a result of recent legislative changes: ”The legislative 

landscape has changed as the EU introduced the CSRD  requir-

ing 50,000 companies in the EU to disclose their carbon emissions; 

the SEC  in the US just announced their carbon disclosure push 

for listed companies within the US.” This gave them the opportu-

nity to help thousands of companies to go towards net-zero emis-

sions. Growth is also heavily dependent on the business model of 

the company. Molecular Attraction kept almost the same number 

of employees, as their founder Lech Ignatowicz explains: ”We are 

different from a typical IT company. For us, more people doesn’t 

mean more output, as we are a biotechnology company; stability 

testing takes a month no matter how many people work on it.” An-

other reason for a lower employee number can be a change in the 

original solution. Raul Källo, founder and CEO of Viveo Health, tells 

us how their pivot affected their number of FTEs: ”We changed our 

business model; we don’t hire doctors anymore, we subcontract to 

Number of times companies pivoted their solution

them instead, which resulted in a decrease in number of FTEs.” 

Pivoting is also an important part of a startup’s journey, so we 

asked MASSIV companies about the ways they pivoted their solu-

tion and how often they did so. All but one pivoted once or twice 

since they were founded.

For some companies the adjustments in their strategy or solution 

offering happened due to discussions and inspiration from other 

companies and advisors in the Lighthouse program. For example, 

Hans Christian Fleischer, Head of Global Partnerships, and Hen-

rik Sandal, Director of Business Development at Farmforce tell 

us that:” Having some insight into how other participating com-

panies in the MASSIV program worked and what solutions they 

were bringing inspired us to change something with Farmforce. 

We talked to similar companies within the financial ecosystem and 

that showed us how to prepare for stepping into the financial mar-

ket and that we should integrate with already existing solutions.”

A perfect example for such an integration is through partnership, 

which is the main goal of the Lighthouse program. One recent 

partnership happened between three of our alumni companies: 

DDFinance, Jamii.one and Investure. DDFinance and Jamii.one are 

collaborating to fight the lack of access to essential health ser-

vices in Africa. DDFinance provides a scalable technology which 
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enables affordable life and health insurance for millions of vulner-

able households. Jamii.one’s solution helps savings communities to 

digitize their finances and use their data to reach their financial 

goals. However, these disrupting impact solutions still require a 

lot of support in the form of funding, for which they will be using 

Investure’s platform. Many interviewed companies highlighted the 

network of Mastercard Lighthouse as the biggest advantage of 

the program, which they leveraged in several ways. GLOBHE end-

ed up having one of the partnering organizations, Synch, as their 

legal partner, while Hiveonline got in touch with the Danish Red 

Cross after being part of the program. Matthew Mims, COO and 

co-founder of Hiveonline told us that: ”Being part of the Light-

house program gave us a credibility stamp that opened  doors for 

discussion with organizations such as the Danish Red Cross. We 

wrote a research paper with them on the Humanitarian Blockchain 

Initiative, which led to a project in Lebanon for us.”

Introducing impact measurement to the program enhanced its  

importance

MASSIV program recently started and impact measurement ini-

tiative in collaboration with UNDP. The purpose of this is to help 

participating companies by giving them a practical toolbox and 

guidance on how to measure and manage impact. As this initiative 

only started in 2021, not all alumni had the chance to use it. How-

ever, those that have been introduced to it take their impact meas-

urement seriously. Helena Samsioe, founder and CEO of GLOBHE, 

tells us that Lighthouse inspired them to start measuring their im-

pact: ”It stressed the importance of measuring impact; setting a 

framework for it was one of the stepping stones to start measur-

ing our impact more actively. When we were part of the program, 

we reported around 1.4 million people impacted and that is today 

around 12 million”. Charlotte Rønje, co-founder and CEO of Jamii.

one, tells us that even though they weren’t part of the program 

when the impact measurement element was initiated, they have 

nonetheless adopted it:  ”I used to be a sustainability consultant 

working on impact measurement so it’s something we are thinking 

of and still working on. For now, we keep it simple – we measure 

the number of people that have access to a financial service/are 

insured due to Jamii.one (1500+ people) and the number of people 

affected by this financial inclusion, which is 120, 000 now, com-

pared with 10,000 in April 2021.”

The Lighthouse team concludes that impact measurement is be-

coming more important for impact tech companies, as there is 

an increasing demand from investors and the broader communi-

ty to demonstrate impact with accurate data. Overall, according 

to alumni, the MASSIV program contributes to a startup’s growth 

in multiple ways: connecting them with local and global organiza-

tions, matching them with investors, and providing tailor-made ad-

vice on their business model, sales story and approach for scaling. 

Any of these factors can result in a pivot of the company’s strategy 

to increase their traction for partnerships, including introducing 

them to startups with similar businesses and target markets.  
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TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO APPLY! 
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Applications for the spring semester are now open and 
we look forward to welcoming 20 new companies! 

Are you a fast-growing & innovative 
(fin)tech company looking to partner with 
Mastercard and leading banks in the 
Nordics and Baltics? 

Are you an impact company with roots in the 
Nordics & Baltics ready to take the next step 
in scaling your business and creating positive 
change in the world? Then Mastercard Light-
house, our partners and advisors want to 
support you! 

- Or

Lighthouse 2022 Fall Timeline

Application  
period

Apply to the FALL 2022 FINITIV or MASSIV program from Thu 19 May

Read more on mclighthouse.com

May– August   September   October           November

Applications  
open

Thu 19 May

Applications 
Close
Aug

Announce 
Fall Class

Investor 
demo day

Workshop 1 Workshop 2 Workshop 3 LIGHTHOUSE 
Finale
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Contributors

THANK YOU TO 
EVERYONE INVOLVED!

Do you want to become a Lighthouse partner? 
Contact info@mclighthouse.com

Program Partners

Community Partners

Banking Partners

Program team and Mastercard

Jan Martin Hunderi

Jay Jensen

Jim Runsten

Joakim Höglund

Joakim Blom

Juozas  Piekuras

Kasper Krog

Kristaps Prusis

Kristian Rönn

Lech gnatowicz

Lennaert Jonkers

Lisbeth Zacho

Maria Archontoulis

Marius Ribokas

Matthew  Mims

Anders Ostensvig

Anders Lund

Casper Bjørner

Chang (Kathy) Hao-Hsuan 

Charlotte Rønje

Fredrik Nilzén 

Gediminas Misevicius

Geetha Selvakumar 

Halvor Sannes Lande

Hans Nottehed

Hans Christian Fleischer

Helena Samsioe

Henrik Sandal

Ida Louise Schulin-Zeuthen

Michael Akampa

Mitchell DeYoung

Morten Schwaner

Ole Kristian Siversten

Olof Hultén

Raul Källo

Seco Nuno

Simona Andriukevičiūtė

Stine Kirstein Junge

Susanne  Hannestad

Tautvydas Grinius

Vachtangas Babunašvili

Vainius Stukas

Viktor Mansson

Our investor circle

  

The startups in the 
Lighthouse 2022 cohort
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